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Editorial – Dave Tuffley
I did try and failed to get this newsletter out before the annual AGM so as to let you all
know when it was so you could all turn up, and also to remind you that subs are now due.
Remember them and what they are? In case some of you have already forgotten, I’ll
remind you – It is a small fee that the club imposes on you as a member. It helps buy
things like equipment, caving insurance and other such matters as scaffolding and gates
etc. Compared with golfing fees it is a very small charge, yet somehow the committee
still has to chase lazy, idle, forgetful members for the money. If you can’t be bothered to
help out on the committee then at least please pay your money on time. You know you
will have to do it so why make it frustrating for the Treasurer??
SO COUGH UP NOW PLEASE!
Anyway thanks to some good boys and girls we have enough articles for a newsletter.
There was no pleading or whining for me this time – brilliant!!
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Brinchcombe Iron Ore Level – Dave Tuffley
In early March 2007 the usual gang went into the level to decide what their plan of attack
was to be as regards digging into the north heading. Just after the original tunneled
section is the first fall and on exiting here the place was found to be full of water up to
wellie level. George and Seb decided to chance their luck and waded through the water to
find the water pouring through the next fall. Seb described the following section as
having only 2 feet of air space. This explains where all the mud in the passage came
from. It was believed that the water was either pouring down from the surface at the
intersection of the tunnel with the north and south headings or the water table has risen up
dramatically. Time will tell if more mud and boulders have come down at this junction.
A visit a few weeks later saw the water in the original tunnel section by the entrance, with
the water pouring through from the first dig section. There is no sign of the water
escaping outside as usually there is a culvert built to transport the water down into the
stream outside. We have no idea just what or where the water is coming from and it could
mean that the seven years of digging here have been destroyed. Stranger still, why have
we not seen such an event in past years when we have had some very wet periods during
that time.
Ladi & Seb later went up to the adjoining Perseverance Mine to find the water level well
above what it normally at this time of year. They also claim to have found a large rock
fall had taken place from the roof of the large chamber just down from the roped climb
down. As the pile of boulders is very unstable, great care should be taken when
descending through this area.
A trip up the flooded level in early May by Sue, George and yours truly, found
that at the dig face the water is indeed coming up from the water table. It was an
interesting trip wading up to the groin in clear cold water, and it was found that there was
little damage done to the dig infrastructure. It will appear that the dig will not be able to
be continued until the autumn time when the water table falls. The water also had now
disappeared from the immediate entrance but was the other side of the first fall and was
seen to be disappearing down a fissure in the limestone rock on the left hand side.
A trip in September still showed the water flowing out but by mid October it was found
that the water had stopped flowing and the level was fairly dry (if it ever could be
described as ‘dry’ at the best of times!!!)
Digger damage at GCRG depot
On March 10th Steve Tomolin went up to the Cave Rescue Depot to open up ready for
that night’s SRT practice that he had arranged. As he got to the gate he found that the
gate padlock was cropped through, and so became suspicious. He checked the caravans
and a small digger and its trailer parked over in the secure parking area in the quarry and
all seemed to be ok in the dark of the evening. Paul Taylor, who hired the digger to do
some work at the depot, arrived and went over to where the digger was parked and to his
dismay found it totally burned out. It was originally thought someone had tried to steal
the digger but when foiled in their attempt, decided to cover up the evidence and
destroyed it by fire. It looked as though the thieves attempted to remove the radiator of
the digger. The Police were informed but as yet no one has been arrested.
Later it was found that the Ambulance Station had reported the digger well alight
on the Wednesday and the Fire & Rescue Service attended with a tender and extinguished
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the flames. They also told the Police that they would contact us to explain what had
happened but never did.
Luckily for the unlucky owner of the machine, it was covered by insurance but
Paul still had the unenviable task of telling the owner that his machine was no more. A
later Police statement said that they thought it was an electrical fault that caused the fire.
As Ricky Tomlinson says, “My arse!”, as the machine had been stood for quite a few
days unused
People are asked to keep an eye on the depot when they go past in future.
CCTV cameras and recorders are now to be fitted scanning the buildings and yard and it
is hoped this will prevent such an incident again.
G. C. R. G. Depot
In April of this year a local businessman approached the Cave Rescue Committee with a
view to buying the Depot site to use a vehicle repair depot. His plans were to include a
purpose built building for the use of the group. After due consideration by the committee
it was decided not to proceed with this proposal and keep the status quo as things stand
Terry Browning
On Wednesday 4th April 2007 approximately 16 cavers descended Steam Hole in
Wigpool Iron Mine to scatter our friend, Terry Browning’s cremated ashes. These were
scattered on a balcony area near to the junction with the 1st level. The urn, which
contained a poem written by Terry about the forthcoming end of his caving days, was
interred nearby. People readily spoke of the high regard for the gentleman that Terry was.
All in all, it was a fitting final goodbye to him.
The family wanted to meet those that attended the event so a gathering was held at
the Red Lion, Huntley. This was the watering hole that Terry, Les and Chris had a postcaving pint at, before wending their way back over to the other side of the River Severn.
Otter Hole Rescue Dump – Nicki Bailey
Thanks to the sales of Otter Hole surveys to visiting groups, and a donation from the
Cambrian Caving Council, we have been able to re-vamp the rescue dump in Otter Hole.
Many thanks to GCRG for allowing the reproduction and the sale of surveys to raise the
funds.
The Rescue Dump has been re-located at High Water Haven, just after the traverse, in an
alcove high up on the right hand side of the passage.
There is a rope handline to assist the climb up.
At the Dump there are karrimats, polythene sheeting, a first aid kit, some food and
drinks, and a rather large darren drum containing the following:
8 MAN SHELTER
2 METHS STOVES
A BOTTLE OF METHS
COOKING PANS
POLYSTYRENE CUPS
PLASTIC CUTLERY
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WATERPROOF MATCHES
LIGHTERS
IODINE TINCTURE
(and INSTRUCTIONS ON USE)
CANDLES
CYLUME LIGHT STICKS
PLASTIC WASTE BAGS
INSULATING TAPE
TOILET ROLL
WET WIPES
A POP QUIZ!
Please note that the dump is there for emergency purposes only.
If you need to use any of these items, please inform the RFDCC so that replacements can
be made.
Work is underway once again this year to clean up the cave. Any efforts to remove
unnecessary items from the cave are very welcome, and visiting groups should be
encouraged to do their bit.
Efforts are also underway to get the phone-line from the entrance to the dump up and
running. Any offers of assistance should be made to Dave Appleing who has kindly
volunteered to take this on.
JOKE
A man riding his Harley was riding along a California beach, when suddenly the sky
clouded above his head and, in a booming voice, the Lord said, "Because you have tried
to be faithful to me in all ways, I will grant you one wish."
The biker pulled over and said, "Build a bridge to Hawaii so I can ride over anytime I
want." The Lord said, "Your request is materialistic! Think of the enormous challenges
for that kind of undertaking; the supports required reaching the bottom of the Pacific and
the concrete and steel it would take!
It will nearly exhaust several natural resources. I can do it, but it is hard for me to justify
your desire for worldly things.
Take a little more time and think of something that could possibly help mankind."
The biker thought about it for a long time.
Finally, he said, "Lord, I wish that I and all men could understand women; I want to
know how she feels inside, what she's thinking when she gives me the silent treatment,
why she cries, what she means when she says nothing's wrong, and how I can make a
woman truly happy."
The Lord replied, "You want two lanes or four on that bridge?"
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NAMHO Conference – Devon 2007 Dave Tuffley
A good sized group of club members made it to the NAMHO Conference at Morwellham
Quay, in mid June, on the Cornwall/ Devon border, north of Plymouth. Apart from a total
hold up on the M5 from rubber necking drivers who wanted to stare at some abstract
form of art consisting of rubbish skips painted to look like cows, we mostly arrived late
on Friday afternoon.
A welcome buffet was provided at the Ship Inn in the evening, after a welcome
introduction to the conference, which was set in a lecture theatre called the Manganese
Barn nearby.
The following morning, after a good solid breakfast, some of us set out for Bedford
United Mine, which worked five lodes for copper, and also notable quantities of arsenic,
tin and wolfram. The mine had to be tackled with SRT gear, with a 20 metre pitch to be
abseiled down an inclined shaft. The trip lasted about four and a half hours, and was
interesting in that we had to tip toe across several open winzes by balancing on single
lengths of rail set across the void below. Not for the fainthearted this sort of thing. After
getting fairly damp looking at various stopes, we made it back out at 3.30 p.m. and raced
back to use the two showers set up on the conference site, before anyone else got in them.
The Saturday evening pig roast was cancelled at the last minute due to unforeseen
circumstances – we were told that the chap organizing the roast had unfortunately died at
the last moment. We thought that this was an acceptable excuse and were fortunate that
the pub stepped in and did a suitable barbeque at the very last moment.
Frementor Copper Mine was the first on the agenda for some on Sunday morning. This
was situated several miles away from the conference site. It was last worked in the 1920’s
as a wolfram mine. The trip was a short one and consisted of two consecutive 20 metre
free hanging pitches. And whilst you have total faith in those brand new cows tails, I still
did not like stepping out into the void and threading the Petzl Stop Descender onto the
rope. I quickly realized that I had threaded it on upside down and was starting to loose
confidence –it was the first time I have put on a Stop incorrectly!! I eventually got going
only to find the rope had wrapped itself around the body of the Stop – Oh Bugger!!!. I
couldn’t do anything about it then, but please God get me down before anything else goes
wrong – I’ll promise I will be good if you let me get down to the floor in one safe piece.
Once down off the last pitch there was a bit of a scramble and then finally a wade up to
the naughty bits down a flooded adit and out the entrance.(Here Greg found a frog in the
mine but Sue missed her chance of her very own young prince as she refused to give it a
kiss.)
The long tedious haul back up a steep forestry path did nothing apart from giving me a
big blister on both feet. I only found that I had a spare rubber glove stuffed inside the one
“wellie”, how could I not notice this before?
I decided to wimp out of the adjoining Devon Great Consols trip due to me hurting my
knee ligaments the day before so Sue, Greg and Andy pressed on to do this latter trip to
do some rope dangling. The mine opened in 1844 and developed into one of the biggest
copper mines in the world. In the late 1860’s it became the largest producer of arsenic in
the world. The site was last worked in the 1970’s for copper, arsenic, wolfram and tin.
The trip consisted of several short ten metre pitches to descend along with some very
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interesting timbered stopes to look at. It is believed that these timbered stopes are
gradually degenerating and may not be there in a few years time, so if you wish to see
them then best get along before it is too late. The site had a lot of the remains of the
chimneys and flues where the ore was roasted and the arsenic was driven off where it recrystallized in the cooler flues on its way to the chimney. Young boys were then sent up
the flues when they were cooled, to brush off the white deadly arsenic off the flue sides.
One can only suppose that these boys rarely lived to get a long service award and there
must have been plenty of vacancies for such an opening for young upwardly mobile lads.
The boy’s nasal passages were blocked up with cotton waste to prevent the arsenic
entering the body. The arsenic was used to kill off the cotton weevil on the huge cotton
plantations in the southern states of the USA, and to produce a hardened skin on steel
components such as gear teeth. The teeth must have a hard skin to reduce wear but must
not have a hard centre core which could cause the gear teeth to become brittle and sheer
off under a shock load.
A quick race ensued back to the campsite to get the tents packed away before the rain
showers started again, and then back up the M5. All-in-all not a bad weekend apart from
the sites camping facilities were a bit basic for the amount of people on the site.
Next year the conference will be in Edinburgh so I doubt that I shall be going up that far
unless someone tells me that the whole area is full of the most interesting mines in the
whole country.

Descent No 21 May 1972
Roger Bailey lent me, your editor, a copy of Descent No 21 dated May 1972, which
carried a rather strange advert for a plastic “stinky” carbide lamp made by the old
American firm of Justrite. American cavers put it through its paces but it never took off
as it had some rather pretty bad design flaws. The flat hook at the back kept breaking off,
the jet was easily blocked, the water filler plug on the top was easily lost and it was
possible to melt the reflector off it’s anchorage point. But apart from those points it was
brilliant - no pun intended (ho ho!) The magazine’s correspondent added the following
that 90 % of American cavers used carbide at that time and that the British company, the
Premier Lamp Company was now destined to get a lot of orders from America.

Joke
A husband and wife are sitting quietly in bed reading when the wife
looks over at him and asks the question....
WIFE: "What would you do if I died? Would you get married again?"
HUSBAND: "Definitely not!"
WIFE: "Why not? Don't you like being married?"
HUSBAND: "Of course I do."
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WIFE: "Then why wouldn't you remarry?"
HUSBAND: "Okay, okay, I'd get married again."
WIFE: "You would?" (with a hurt look)
HUSBAND: (makes audible groan)
WIFE: "Would you live in our house?"
HUSBAND: "Sure, it's a great house."
WIFE: "Would you sleep with her in our bed?"
HUSBAND: "Where else would we sleep?"
WIFE: "Would you let her drive my car?"
HUSBAND: "Probably, it is almost new."
WIFE: "Would you replace my pictures with hers?"
HUSBAND: "That would seem like the proper thing to do."
WIFE! : "Would you give her my jewelry?"
HUSBAND: "No, I'm sure she'd want her own."
WIFE: "Would she use my golf clubs?"
HUSBAND: "No, she's left-handed."
WIFE: -- silence -HUSBAND: "SHIT."

Extreme Caving with Katie Humble
In late August the BBC ran a short mini-series of extreme adventure programmes starting
with Ultimate Climbing, then Ultimate White Water, and finally, Ultimate caving. The
general idea was that some nice bit of “totty” started the particular sport at a lower level
and then after a short introduction, did an ultimate level challenge.
Katie Humble, who partners Bill Oddie in the Springwatch nature programme, was
selected as the victim for the Ultimate Caving. She, and a rufty-tufty climbing guy were
kitted out with all the usual caving gear and were sent to Yorkshire where their intro’ to
the caving scene was the trip along from Long Churn to Alum Pot. She descended a
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series of short pitches and then had to ladder out back to the surface. She described how
all this had taken about 5 hours and she then disappeared across the moor to have a
piddle, but forgetting she had her microphone switched on still!!.
The next trip was the classic trip through Swildon Sump One. Here her bottom lip
trembled a bit as she failed to get down deep enough in the water to get through. The
second attempt was a success but she obviously did not want to do the seven metre long
free diveable second sump. Her climbing mate succeeded in doing the latter one whilst
Katie went back out and waited in the sunshine. For all first timers to the sumps, it is a
psychological challenge and many have bottled out here.
The third trip was to Dan-Yr-Ogof in South Wales, where she was introduced to the
Long Crawl to an area of “pretties”. This tight section was about 100 meters long of body
sized tube where it is difficult to turn around and go back out. Katie’s companion found it
hard as he was quite broad to fit down there. Once having got through, they had to retrace
their steps all the way back out.
The final trip was to the deepest and largest underground natural cavern in Great
Britain, namely Titan in the Peak District. Here they entered an old mined but flooded
tunnel with the aid of a boat and fought their way to the bottom of the fantastic place.
Both, Katie and her companion, then slowly prussiked up the immense shaft. Their
technique was both that good but, Hell, they were novices and had only a minimal
amount of SRT training. The top of the shaft was lit from above with large filming lights
and the panoramic scene was quite spectacular. No one else will ever see Titan in all its
glory on nay other trip here.
Having then regained the surface, Katie said that she was pleased she had triumphed
over Titan and the others but was not really set on caving as a sport. They both then
skipped across the moor for a well-deserved pint at the nearest pub
The latest Descent magazine describes that Otter Hole was one place considered for
Katie’s right of passage for caving, but it was eventually dropped – shame!

Forest of Dean Cave Hunting in the 1930’s by Chris Bowen
Early this year (2007) I was persuaded by Arthur Price to join him on one of his regular
trips to Gloucester Archive, previously know as the Gloucester Record Office, having
been regaled by Arthur of tales of many references to Forest mines and caves.
After completing the entry formalities, I was give a reader’s number & allowed in. Arthur
then gave me a tour around the various rooms and explained the index system and then
suggested a dummy run, A Forest of Dean index was opened at random and the document
reference number was written on a ticket to obtain it. A little later my name appeared on a
board showing the item was ready to collect from the desk.
The item consisted of three small handwritten notebooks entitled “Ramblings of a
Forest of Dean Archaeologist. 1918 to 1950” by DR Scott Garrett, a well known Forest of
Dean archaeologist. Not being too inspired by this we quickly skipped through the pages
until the mention of caves stopped us then, looking more carefully we found many more
cave notes scattered amongst the archaeological details, some of it so interesting that we
could scarcely believe what we had found by chance. The notes showed the author to
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have a keen interest in Forest caves, and a good understanding of limestone drainage and
cave formation.
The caving notes cover two short periods, the first, 1932 to 1933, is the earliest known
written record of cave hunting in the Forest of Dean in the modern caving era, predating
Cecil Cullingford and the Monmouth School caving Club activities by about sixteen
years. The notes are mainly about the numerous surface depressions and sinks in the
Hewelsfield and St Briavels area, where the good Doctor found many of the features that
we know today, and gives an interesting account of the then open pothole at Highgrove
Farm. He also looked at various sinks and risings in the area, and visited Clanna and
Bream Scowls. The last entry for 1933 records a visit to Piercefield where he examined
two caves near the water edge and a resurgence, which he decided was an underground
watercourse: Forty years on, that watercourse was re-discovered and dug open by Forest
cavers and named Otter Hole.
The second period covers 1950 to 1953, but now the entries are fairly brief. The Dr.
visited Symonds yat caves with Mr. Cullingford. A further look at surface depressions
and King Arthur’s Cave, again with Mr. Cullingford. Surface depressions near the
Devil’s Pulpit. Visits to English Bicknor and Lady Park, and several more visits to
Symonds Yat caves and King Arthur’s Cave.
I am hoping to get permission to re-print the full notes at a later date.

Jakob Schwarz, underground Quarryman by Arthur Price
Although the vast majority of stone was obtained from open quarries in the Forest
of Dean, in the past it was occasionally quarried underground. Steeply dipping workings
under Blakeney Hill are in Devonian Old Red Sandstone and there, Tom Davis as a
young man helped quarry stone in the 1920’s. He was 81 in 1993 and before he died his
memories were recorded by David Priddis and published with many photographs in The
New Regard. No.10. 1995, pp. 4-22.
At the Bixhead quarries in the middle of the Dean coalfield basin, the younger
horizontally bedded, Carboniferous Pennant Sandstones have been worked for hundreds
of years and the stone is justifiably still in great demand today. From 1953 to c.19571960 the last underground quarry to be fully operational in Gloucestershire was located
there.
Jakob Schwarz worked for several years in the underground quarry tunnels at
Bixhead but left shortly before they ceased work. As far as is known, he and a neighbour
Robin Aston, are the last remaining persons alive today to have once mined stone in
Gloucestershire. At first sight it seems unlikely that a person of German descent could
come to be quarrying underground in the Forest of Dean. However, after spending several
hours with him on the 20th November 2004 at his home in Broadwell, his fascinating
account of how this came about was revealed. This article has been written up from notes
taken at that time, subsequently checked by Jakob and expanded on a further visit in
December . It is presented as far as possible as told. Additions inside [ ] are my own and
explain a quarrying term not at once obvious. Acknowledgements are due to Paul Taylor
who was instrumental in surveying the old workings and drawing the accompanying
survey. Gordon Higgs and Lionel Waldrond supplied photographs of the surface cranes
and quarry and Barry Hemming pictures taken underground in 2003.
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Jakob Schwarz told me,“I am seventy-eight years old and was born in a small
village called Brestowats in the district of Bannat in Jugoslavia. My forefathers were
farmers and came from Germany in about 1863 to settle there. I had four sisters and my
mother died when I was two years old so I was bought up by them and a stepmother.
Towards the end of the war I was conscripted into the German Army and served for about
six months before being badly wounded in the hand. I was in hospital in Austria till
August 1945 when I became a P.O.W. Ten thousand of us were sent to Italy, four
thousand were eventually sent back, while the rest of us were transported to England in
two ships. I remained a P.O.W until 1948. Back at home at the end of the war, my family
were arrested and sent to camps, where a sister and one of her children died in 1946.
Having heard of the bad things that were happening in Jugoslavia and as the family
eventually left the country, there was nothing to return too - so I stayed in England.
Today all my sisters are dead but numerous descendants live in Germany and Austria and
we have been over to see them.
As a P.O.W I learnt to speak English from Irish building site labourers while
working in Bristol. After being released I married in 1948 at Lydney Registrar Office.
Needing a house to live in I spent three years as a farm labourer at Park Corner Farm,
Cirencester, and a further year at Waterlane Farm, Bisley. In 1952 I was out of work and
as farming wages were not very good I came to the Forest of Dean and settled down not
far from where I live today. In 1954 we moved to this address (12 South Road,
Broadwell, Coleford) and have two children. One of whom, Phil, is a Free Miner.
There was a job going at the Bixhead Quarries working
Pennant Sandstone for the Forest of Dean Stone Firms.
The owner was Scott Russell (who I hear has just sold the
business) and the manager was then Mr. Jack James who
lived at Howard Road in Broadwell. There were several
quarries being worked at Bixhead: Pullins, Old Quarry,
Middle and Top Quarry, the last still being worked today
by three men. At first I worked in the open workings
along with about twelve other men. It was the quarry on
the left as you come up the track from the road [B4226,
Coleford to Cinderford Road. NGR of quarry
SO.597109]. On the right Pullin’s Quarry was then being
worked, but is now abandoned and partly filled with
water. I learnt the techniques of quarrying from Bob
Latham [Snr]. Bob used to lead the horses taking huge
blocks of stone down the Bixslade dramroad to Cannop
Pond Stone Works, but the dramroad had been closed
some years before I arrived. During working hours, which were from 8am till 5pm plus
Saturday mornings, I never once went down to the stone works or had any thing to do
with it. We had two ten-minute breaks, during which it was not worth coming out of the
quarry, and half an hour for lunch, usually in a shed situated just back from the top of the
quarry. If it rained we were put on half pay. This was for £6 to £7 a week before tax.
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There was no overtime. I walked to and from work, living only about eight or nine
minutes away up the hill.
There was about sixty foot of overburden to take off the quarry face before you
came to the deepest and best quality dimension stone beds. Part of the overburden was
cast aside as waste, some could be used as ordinary building stone; some went to make
tracks or roads. One particular layer produced what we called ‘flat stone’, these were
flakes up to two tons in weight. At one time we sent out ten lorry loads a day down to the
River Severn at Minsterworth where it was used for protecting [rock armour] the
riverbank from the tide. The best masonry beds were coloured grey but were blue inside
when cut open. There were four of these, although they could run out to nothing
sideways, they were anything up to six feet deep on bed. Usually there was a two-foot
deep bed, one three, a six-foot and a four-foot bed although not always in that order.
Cranes did most of the hard work:- to pull and lift the blocks from their bed using a ‘dog’
[a small hook]. It was easy to drill ‘plug and feather’ holes [plug and feathers are used for
splitting blocks of stone. Two feathers are inserted in each hole, each being thicker at the
bottom end and half a circle in cross section. The tops were bent over so they would not
slip down the drill hole. In between them a slim wedge (the plug) was inserted.] in the
open or to raise a block slightly using two steel ‘plates’ [used to protect the stone while
hammering in wedges] and a ‘chisel’ [wedge about 9” long by 2” wide]. After lifting out
of the quarry the blocks were stacked to one side, or loaded directly onto lorries to be
transported down to the stone works where the masons made gravestones, steps, lintels
etc. Below the thick beds the layers became thinner again and if you went much deeper
you would have to start pumping water. [Details of quarrying blocks are explained in
more detail later.]
The foreman when I started was George Cooper from Christchurch but he soon
retired and is now long dead. Maynard Thomas became foreman of Top Quarry. He
always wore a long overcoat and it once saved his life as he fell forty to sixty feet from
the top of the cliff face. As he fell the overcoat ballooned out like a parachute and slowed
him down just enough so that he survived with only bruises.
In the corner of the quarry was an old underground working dating back I think to
the 1920’s [Closed late 1942]. A lot of good stone came out of it, and I understand it had
been very profitable for the stone company, some being sold in London. So it was
decided in 1953 to start another underground chamber close by. Although the old
entrances were open at the time I worked there, I never had time to go in, too busy; I
understand it is partly flooded and now blocked off. Six of us were told to start
undermining the quarry face to get at the ‘big stuff’. Both my workmates are now dead;
they were Bob Latham [Jnr] and ‘Taffy’ Morgan Pearce. For safety it was planned to
have two entrances that would join underground. They were known as Tunnel One and
Tunnel Two. Robin Aston and Jack Priest and a crane driver whose name I cannot
remember worked Tunnel One. We worked in Tunnel Two. Sitting not far back from
quarry face, was a black tool shed in which was a compressor, with steam cranes placed
on either side. There was a third steam crane working in the nearby Top Quarry and an
electric crane in the Middle Quarry. Opposite the entrances in our quarry was another
larger electric crane used for the surface working. It could haul out a twelve-ton block.
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Steps were cut down the high quarry face, which is how we went up and down to work;
there were no safety rails in place at that time.
We had to learn as we went along and there was a rivalry between the two gangs
as to who could get the most work done. We didn’t interfere with them and they didn’t
with us! First of all we had to excavate the two tunnels in above the masonry beds about
forty feet in length to get away from the quarry edge. This was done with hand held ‘Vet’
or ‘Det’ [?] air drills, worked and controlled by air pressure via air hoses let down over
the quarry face from the compressor above. To lessen the dust another pipe fed down a
supply of water to the centre of the drill
bit. It was heavy, noisy work, and wet too
when the drill bit stuck in the hole and
water shot back into your face. A ring of
shot holes was drilled, the drills being in
lengths of two, four and six feet. The drill
holes were aimed slanting upwards at the
top, one straight into the face in the
middle and slanting downwards at the
bottom. Some drills were tungsten tipped
others
were
ordinary
blacksmith
sharpened. There was a blacksmith
constantly at work in a little shed
sharpening pick-axes and drills and
mending other equipment. After blowing
this first ring we went into the sides to
make a proper square face. As the tunnel
advanced, it was made eight feet high. We would try to blow the trimming rounds back
into the tunnel so as not to have rocks shoot out into the open quarry or injure what had
already been completed. Sometimes the side of the tunnel ended in a ‘key’ [a clay filled
vertical joint], then we would only have to bar it away from the sides. To hold up the roof
we drilled holes directly upwards and put in roof bolts; we must have eventually put in
well over a hundred. The bolt-holes were drilled dry by fastening the air drill into a rigid
frame and winding it into the roof using a cogged wheel. When finished we hammered in
a bolt, again using the drill. It worked something like a rawl-plug. A flat plate was
sometimes put over the protruding end and a nut was always tightened on. The boss told
us to put in as few as possible as they were expensive to buy. However we did it our own
way, no one wanted the roof to fall in. Some times the roof bed would run out, [became
thin bedded]; then it might fall out of place. There was a bad fall once but no one was
hurt.
For blasting we used ‘jelly’. This was brought from the magazine, which was on
the left as you go in from the road: as you could only leave about five pounds at any one
time in the black shed. It was nasty stuff, would burn your hands and smelt of rotten eggs
when blown. I recall it came in two sizes, I think two ounce and six ounce cartridges.
From six to eight sticks were pushed into each hole with a wooden stick, a broom handle
or what ever else came to hand. A detonator was pushed in with the last stick. We then
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rammed in clay, some collected from the ‘keys’ and bed partings, but mostly we sent out
and had it delivered from the red sandstone quarry at Mitcheldean. Some times a fuse was
used to set it off, but more often we used electricity; it was a more sure way of ensuring
the charges went off. There was nothing worse than having a misfire, as we were not
allowed to return for twenty minutes before looking for what went wrong. We went out
of the tunnel and hid round the corner out of the way on either side when blasting. There
was a metal drum with a small arched door entrance you could take shelter in but we did
not use it. While one tunnel was being drilled the other was blown and being cleared out.
You had to wait awhile for the fumes to clear, as they were toxic. The foreman came up
to say his office was shaking with the explosions; as we were at that time trying to quarry
into the old workings. We never did connect them. Once we put ten sticks of ‘jelly’ in a
drill hole but for some reason it had no effect at all.
We worked for nine months clearing out the whole of the two tunnels and joined
them underground via a small walkway. Our tunnel was on the left looking at the quarry
face and we cleared the roof working in and towards the left. The other tunnel worked out
inside to the right. Once we blew down so much rock that it took a fortnight to clear. Two
huge chambers each over sixty feet wide were made and there were no pillars, only the
central rib of rock between the two workings. Mr. James came up every morning to see
how we were doing. On a few occasions he would clear out all the loose change in his
pocket and distribute it amongst the men. Perhaps it was only £2 in total but it seemed a
lot to us. The chambers were lit by light coming in from the entrances and an electric
light cable was also laid on, only using about two or three bulbs that we could move
around as wanted. At any one time a lot of the chamber remained in darkness; we did not
have individual mining lights although we did have a carbide lamp somewhere that we
never used. The foreman Maynard Thomas often carried a carbide lamp. We were always
short of everything and had to make do with whatever came to hand. I never wore a
safety helmet, only a woolly hat. It was usually wet underground, after heavy rain the
roof would start dripping and it would take about three weeks to clear. Sometimes you
could work in the dry, at other times you were forced to work under a drip and became
wringing wet and had to remain so until getting home.
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The stone removed from the tunnels and chambers was all sold, mostly plain
walling stone. There were no wheelbarrows; we threw the stone into low metal boxes that
were hooked up to a steel wire rope and winched out by the cranes. The gantry of the
cranes reached over the quarry face and the wire fed down through a huge pulley wheel
fastened to a stone block, which turned the rope through ninety degrees into the tunnel so
as to enable a straight pull and avoid the rope scraping the top of the tunnel entrance. To
get the boxes into the rear of the chambers inside the wire had to be fed through another
smaller pulley fastened at the back of the chamber and then outside to the waiting box.
We could move the boxes slightly
with bars, but not far. All
instructions were shouted, we
shouted up to a young chap called
Johnny Jacobs. He would relay the
instructions to the steam crane
driver who came from Parkend.
When not wanted Johnny would do
other labouring jobs in the quarry.
The steam cranes used coal for fuel
and were actually quieter than the
electric
cranes
and
more
responsive to control, you could
take the strain slowly on a box or
stone block and pull inch by inch,
while the electric crane would jerk
and clatter noisily. I had two
boxes full of building stone and
built the wall in the front of my
house with it. At the end of a days
work we would put the tools into the box and leave it hoisted up in mid air, well off the
ground. They still do this today. Sometimes the tools were put into a wooden chest in the
shed; there was never any trouble from pilfering or vandalism.
Mr James wanted the best stone fast and we were fed up lying on our backs
drilling so we started to quarry out the floor so as get at the big blocks. When starting the
loose rubbish had first to be cleared from the top of the blocks so you could find the
‘keys’; we would look for a block that had two keys running together towards the back of
the block which meant it was easier to lever out. Once a block had two free faces and was
loose on its bed you could easily jam the ‘big bar’, which was about six to seven foot
long and weighed one hundredweight, into the ‘key’ and move the stone. If the block was
tight on its bed we would find a horizontal crack or pick out a slot at the bottom of the
block and insert two metal ‘plates’. The plates were about nine inches long by three
inches wide and a quarter inch thick. In between them a ‘chisel’ was sledge-hammered in
to raise the stone a little. Then the bar could be used to raise the block still further,
packing the gap with a stone or what ever else came to hand. This gave room to put a
chain around the block and the crane could pull it out into the open air. You had to watch
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closely all the time, once the crane started pulling you had to get out of the way pretty
quick.
The foreman Thomas Maynard came every so often, he would decide what size
blocks were needed by the masons, this was only for widths; as the lengths we could do
nothing about. There was no visible grain to the stone. To split a block was easy, a series
of holes, about ten to twelve, were drilled in a line down from the top right down to the
bottom of the block. Each hole took about five minutes to drill. Then into each hole two
‘feathers’ about a foot long were placed with a row of ‘plugs’ placed in between. Then
with a sledgehammer we would go over the plugs six to seven times gradually tightening
them down. Then light a cigarette and wait. The block would split cleanly in two, leaving
a half section of each drill hole showing on either side of the new blocks. The largest
blocks we brought out were about ten tons.
If you came to the face of the chamber and there were no ‘keys’ to lever away the
block it would have to be blown out. This time it was different as space was restricted
because of the sidewalls of the chamber. Getting as close as possible to the face a single
hole was drilled, again down to the bottom of the bed, taking care not to spoil the top of
the block below. We had to drill right down through the block otherwise it could blow
inwards and the block would be ruined. We did not use water for these holes as it was too
much trouble to fix up, so it was noisy and dusty. Into the hole we forced a ‘rimmer bar’.
This was a blunt ended round sectioned bar just over six foot long. Into the working end a
two-inch long hardened thin metal plate had been welded which protruded slightly from
the sides of the bar. This was aligned in the direction we wanted the block to split. One
man would hold the bar steady while the other two took turns to belt it down with
sledgehammer blows. Most of the dust would be forced into the crack being made but
occasionally the hole needed ‘spooning’ out. The spoon was a thin wire on the bottom of
which was fastened at one side a disc set at right angles. When all was ready a dry rag
was pushed down to the bottom of the hole, then it was half filled with coarse black
blasting powder. We only wanted to crack the block, not blow it to pieces, which is what
would have happened if we used gelignite. Then the fuse went in with another dry piece
of rag to acting as a cork and protecting the powder from sparks when the rest of the hole
was rammed down with stone dust. A foot length of fuse was left protruding from the
hole, which we lit. I can not remember any danger with black powder, sometimes we
stood on the block, there was hardly any noise, just ‘fwoop’, and the block was split, the
pressure going out along the cut made by the ‘rimmer’. The whole process would take
about one and a half hours. However we were lucky if we could get out one block a day;
in the open quarry they could do perhaps four blocks a day.
During the Suez Crisis a chap working at the Red sandstone quarry at
Mitcheldean was called up so I was sent over to replace him and was there for about three
weeks. All the beds were dipping steeply so the method of quarrying block was different.
A rope was lowered down the face from above and you would climb down and sit on a
small wooden plank fastened on the end. All the drilling to split the blocks had to be done
from this sitting position. You had to watch out when they slid down the quarry face. At
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the bottom of the face was a wooden crane, it was worked by two men winding on
handles.
Quarrying was hard work so I decided to leave; there were double the wages to be
had at the Lydney Trading Estate. I was three years working for Cellafoam, I thought it
the height of luxury when I was able to buy my first television. However the chemicals
got on my chest so I left; was out of work for a week; then became a plumber’s mate for
four years. Eventually I had my own building, plumbing business called Watfel Ltd
retiring in 1989. I have never been back to the quarry since leaving but remember my
time there very well.”
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Digging in Wigpool Iron Mine discovers ancient drainage cave
by Chris Bowen
In November 2002, a dig was started to get through a collapse in a side tunnel off
the main 133 yard level. A hole was soon made through at roof level, not into the
continuation of the tunnel as was expected, but into the bottom of a rising shaft.
However, this breakthrough was made working knee deep in water and by the following
week the level was flooded to the roof.
Five months later, hot on the heels of the receding water, we were able to climb
up the shaft to a short side passage with railway lines. Above this were a few worked out
chambers. One of these contained an intriguing roof tube infilled with rubble from above
and kept in place by a timber beam.
Digging resumed, following the rails, but after running out of rock sidewalls we
decided to try the infilled roof tube. The supporting beam was pulled out with the aid of a
long rope and pulley system. About a ton of rubble was released and after a little
gardening we climbed the tube into a large chamber and discovered a further 400m of
open passage, which we explored the following weeks.
The north end of the system had been previously discovered and explored in about
1990 by other club members who had climbed the open north shaft using scaffold poles.
The Cave drainage System
The stem is entirely natural, superficially altered by miners but with little or no
removal of bedrock. It comprises of a four high tier of linear drainage passages: the flow
from these being successively captured by lower conduits leaving a variety of sediments
in the abandoned conduits, including unusual black nodules representing turbulent flow.
The two major top passages are shown on the survey. The top passage is phreatic.
The lower one, the main drainage 2.1m high by 3.6m wide, is vadose with a phreatic roof.
There are two breakdown chambers, but the large chamber at the north end is unaltered
and floored with mud with underlying boulders. Beneath these passages run two smaller
conduits, the bottom one continues below the water level. The system has been
thoroughly prospected by the miners; workable ore appears to have been found mainly at
the base of the two large chambers where rails were installed. There are a few other small
worked out ore pockets.
This old drainage cave in unique in the Forest limestone basin, although ancient
ore caverns proliferate; ancient cave drainage is previously unknown. This one has
formed as a result of the enhanced drainage and long gentle dip provided by the Wigpool
Syncline
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Berger and Via Ferrata - Nicola Bayley
Summer was fast approaching, and we still hadn't decided where to go on holiday! I had
already booked time off work, as Andy's course dictated that if we were to have a holiday
together, it had to be in August.
Ever tried getting a cheap flight anywhere exotic in August?
In the end, almost as a last resort, we decided to join South Wales Caving Club on their
trip to the Gouffre Berger, followed by some Via Feratta in the Italian Dolomites.
Once the decision was made, we had about 3 weeks before the trip. So much for any
Berger training.
Part 1 The Gouffre Berger
The Gouffre Berger is situated on a plateau just south west of Grenoble in the Vercors
region of France, and is a classic caving trip.
Back in the mid 60’s it was the deepest cave in the world at over 1000m deep, and was
the caver’s Everest. Nowadays, it is relatively easy to reach the bottom using modern
SRT techniques, compared to back then, but a successful trip still requires good
teamwork, competent SRT, fitness and good weather.
I had managed to bottom the Berger 19 years ago with the YSS, so I sort of knew what to
expect. I couldn't actually remember much of the cave except being inadequately
prepared and as a result, lying shivering at camp 1 for 4 hours trying unsuccessfully to
sleep.
I was a bit nervous of attempting the trip again, as I couldn't work out how cave fit I was
back then compared to now. I did however feel reassured in the knowledge that it didn't
matter if I failed to reach the bottom, as I'd already been there. Andy however was on a
mission.We joined the rest of the team camped in the valley just outside the village of
Autrans, as staying up on the Moliere is no longer allowed. The campsite had a shop,
restaurant and small swimming pool for 14 euros/night. This made the journey too and
from the cave about 2 hours each way, including the walk.
We had a small camp up at the entrance which was manned 24 hours a day, and we made
use of the Nicola phone system for comms to camp 1, and used mobile phones between
the entrance and the campsite. Camp 1 was equipped with communal sleeping bags, and
emergency food and stoves in case anyone got caught out, and we had a dinghy in case
we needed it for Lake Cadoux.
I was also little concerned about being required to do some rigging trips, but luckily there
were enough super keen and fit Sheffield Uni cavers who were eager to do the really hard
work, so we did a no pressure warm up trip ferrying bags down to Camp 1. I had the
misfortune to pick up the Hurricane bag, containing 90m of 10.5mm rope, and at the end
of the trip, I was beginning to wonder whether I would get to the bottom. It seemed an
awful lot further to camp 1 than I remembered.
Meanwhile to raise money for a friend who had been paralysed due to a recent climbing
accident. Paul Mackrill and Jules Carter were embarking on a far greater challenge to go
from the bottom of the Berger to the top of Mont Blanc (cycling between the two) in 24
hours. Impossible!!! We all gasped.
The day for our planned bottoming trip came, and the day before was spent with
everyone faffing around packing and re-packing kit. I think I did mine 4 times before I
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got it down to an amount that I thought I could physically carry. I wanted to be entirely
self sufficient in case I had to stop and let Andy go on alone.
This time our trip down to Camp 1 only took 2 hours, and it felt much better not having
to lug that bag of rope. We didn't stop, just carried on to the Balcony pitch where we met
Paul and Jules on their return from the bottom. Paul looked as though he was just out on a
jolly, and whilst Jules was looking slightly more out of breath, they were both on fine
form, having got to the bottom in 3.5 hours.
We carried on through the canals, where I noted that the water was a little higher than 19
years ago, and the ropes a little more abraided. It seemed to take a lot of effort to heave
yourself accross the traverse lines, and many people just waded through many of the
pools as it was less strenuous. Clive Westlake sported a very fine goon suit under his
oversuit, and this seemed to work very well, till it snagged on a rock and sprang a leak.
Down the incredible Grand Gallery past camp 2 and then on to the wilder part of
the cave.
The pipe at the top of Claudines Pitch didn't seem so bad, but the Little Monkey traverse
was just as bad as I remembered, and it was purely a case of not looking down and
keeping tight control on the unhelpful thoughts that flit into your head at times like this.
A small crawl out on the ledge at the top of Hurricane Pitch, and the memory of looking
out into the abyss of spray as the water thundered down into the darkness below. What a
place! Concentrating on not looking at the belays, I abb'ed over the edge into the
maelstrom and joined Andy at the bottom 5 hours after we'd entered the cave.
Standing spray lashed in the inky blackness at the bottom of Hurricane pitch is an
awesome feeling. Not only is it an incredibly fantastic pitch, but there is also the feeling
of remoteness, and the wildness of the place, added to the knowledge that as soon as you
get on the rope, it is just the beginning of an awful lot of hard work to get back out to the
surface.
Andy set off first, leaving me to watch the glow from his light get smaller and more
insignificant until it was lost in the darkness and the spray above. The shout came, and I
donned my plastic rain hat (to keep my Myo dry!) and started up the rope. Andy
dissolved into fits of laughter as I reached the top, saying I looked like an old granny in
my hat but at least my light didn’t get wet.
We had our first proper stop at Camp 2, and made some hot soup, which was very
welcome, and I got to play with my new stove, which fortunately worked, as I hadn't had
the foresight to test it on the surface. We were joined shortly by another group, who also
stopped for a brew. Only a quick break though, and we set off up the muddy slippy slopes
of the Grand Canyon. Going back up this makes you realise just how big this place is.
The path climbed very steeply ever upward, and looking down at the lights 170m below
at the camp made me realise that if this were in daylight, I would definitely want a
lifeline.
Going back through the canals seemed a little easier, and I really enjoyed the trip back to
the Hall of 13. This part of the cave is really well decorated, and it was nice to be able to
take in the cave a bit more rather than being so focused on just getting through it.
As we ambled back towards camp 1, we were somewhat surprised to see a bright green
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glow in the distance, and as we got nearer, the glow asked us if we wanted tea or coffee.
It turned out to be Paul Quill dressed in a luminous green jacket - it looked very strange
from a distance. He told us that he had heard us coming up towards the camp for about 20
minutes before he spotted our lights.
We settled down for a meal from the army ration packs we'd acquired, and discussed our
options.
Eventually, we decided to stay at Camp 1 for a snooze rather than carry on, and exit at 5
in the morning. This turned out to be an excellent decision, as I had a good 8 hours sleep,
yummy breakfast, and then exited the cave the next afternoon without upsetting my sleep
pattern. I have to admit that I was very pleasantly surprised at how good I felt. Maybe
there’s a few years caving in this old granny yet......
A couple of days later I went in to take some photos, and ferry some kit back from camp
1. We had a message from the surface just before we started to head out, to say that it had
been raining very heavily on the surface for 5 hours, and that it could be affecting the
entrance series.
I was half way through the meanders, alone on my way out when I heard a low rumbling
noise, which was getting louder. I clipped the bags onto a line, and climbed up onto a
ledge, wondering how far up a flood pulse would come. I was sure I would be well out of
the water, but it did make my heart pound a little faster until the rumbling noise levelled
off. After a few minutes, I carried on, with water now flowing along the foot of the
passage from Cairn Chamber, where I met more people waiting at the bottom, as the pitch
had become a little wet. After about half an hour, the water seemed to ease off, and we
made a rather hurried damp exit.
Further down the cave behind me, 2 people had been at the bottom of Aldos when the
flood pulse hit, and had a rather wetter ascent.
It rained solidly that night, and the next morning, and so there was another rather wet trip
back in, to retrieve the bags that still needed to be brought out. I think we abandoned a
dinghy at Lake Cadoux as no one could be persuaded to go down to get it.
If anyone does intend to go to the Berger, the main tip I would give is to travel light, but
make sure that you carry enough to be safe if you have to sit it out in the cave. I have
been extremely lucky to be able to get to the bottom on both my trips, but I know many
people who have been caught out by rising water levels in the cave, and then I'm sure that
the experience would be far different from my trip. I had an exposure bag with candles,
some karrimat to sit on, spare thermals, gloves, spare light and batteries, balaclava, first
aid kit, stove, hot drinks and food. We also had dry clothing, to change into, and spare
food at camp 1.
It is a fantastic caving trip, and well worth the effort involved. Take a wetsuit and some
extra ropes to do some canyoning on your days off.
Part 3 The Dolomites:
The magnificent mountain range of the Dolomites is situated to the North-East of Italy on
the Austrian border. They are probably the most dramatic mountains I have seen, with
sheer cliff faces towering up above the green valleys below. A Mecca for climbers,
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walkers, mountaineers and ski-ers.
Via Ferrata translates to “Iron Way” in English and is the name used to describe the high
level routes in the Alps that used fixed cables for protection, and various fixed aids for
climbing.
The Via Ferrata (VF) were originally constructed to enable troop movements during the
First World War. There are many reminders of their violent past on the routes, and also
museums for those interested in the historical background of the area. After the war, the
routes became more popular as a tourist activity, and the routes have become a fantastic
fun way to get to the top of the mountains without being a hard climber. However, the
routes are at high altitudes, and the weather in these mountain regions can be
unpredictable. The seriousness of some of the routes should not be under estimated.
A guidebook for the Via Ferratas is pretty essential, and we used the Cicerone Guide: Via
Ferratas of the Italian Vol.1 (North, Central and East) which was pretty good.
We initially camped in Corvara on a site which felt like you were camped on a car park.
The facilities were good, but much it was much more expensive than we were expecting,
costing approximately £30 per night for the 2 of us.
We started with a couple of easy routes which were close by and short, so we could have
a bit of a lie in after all that driving. We could see both routes clearly from the road at the
Gardena Pass, and didn't look too intimidating. (from below!)
Piz da Cir V (Grade 2a) altitude 2520m 450m ascent and descent, 100m VF time 2.5 hrs
The climbing was not hard, in fact a diff at most, but the feeling of exposure was there
right from the beginning, which made the short climb quite exhilarating.
Gran Cir (Grade 1a) altitude 2592m 450m ascent and descent, 100m VF time 2.5 hours
We set off to do the lower graded route still in all our VF gear, and were quite
embarrassed to find Italian families with dogs and children in tow with no gear what so
ever. The route was really no more than a steep walk to an amazing viewpoint.
At this stage I began to fret about what the difference between grades 2 and 3 would be
like.
With this in mind, and the weather unsettled, the next day we opted for another grade 2a
The Santner Pass. altitude 2734m, 900m ascent and descent, 300m VF, time 6 hours
The route is accessed by a chairlift, but we were caught out, and only had enough cash for
a one-way ticket. As time was getting on, and we were nowhere near a cashpoint, we
decided we'd just have to walk down, and got on the chair. 20 minutes later, still on the
chair, I wasn't looking forward to our return.
The route traversed around a steep scree slope before climbing steeply up into a gully.
We watched a group ahead of us scramble up a climb with a killer drop below them, and
wondered why there was no sign of any protection, as although the climb was only say a
moderate, any slip would have been fatal. Still, it concentrates the mind, and we steeled
ourselves against such unhelpful thoughts.
Up through the pass and into the mist, where we had to check a few times that we on the
right route, and then a long slog downhill to the refugio. The book mentions a shortcut
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here, which goes over an airy traverse. Airy!!!! we were beginning to get the hang of the
guide book's descriptions now, rather like a caving trip where you "may get a bit damp" is
interpreted by the more experienced as "you're going to get bloody soaked to the skin"
Hmmm.
We backed off from the precipitous traverse for rabbits, and went down and up the long
way. My knees started to twinge, and I was very glad to get the downhill bit over. By this
stage, we could hear thunder rumbling over on the side of the mountain that we had come
from, and to which we had to return. At least we had done the VF bit.... getting stuck in a
lightening storm while attached to metal cable on the top of a mountain, would not have
been a good idea.
Almost everyone else continued down the valley, while we had to take a route across
through another pass, which would bring us back to the chair lift.
It was a hard slog going back up, and my knees now started to complain about going uphill. This was taking a long time, and I was starting to get knackered. Over the top, and
back to the chairlift, which was just closing. Not that it mattered to us of course, as we
couldn't afford it. The attendant looked at us as if we were stupid when we declined the
last chance of a comfortable descent, and muttered something rude in Italian.
I muttered a few more rude things as we trundled down the ski runs back to the car. By
this stage I was really having trouble with my knees, and every step down sent painful
tremors through my kneecaps. It was with huge relief that I got back to the car 9 hours
after we'd left it.
A "rest day" was called for, so we decided upon the Lagazuoi tunnels. A nice (cheaper)
cable car up to the top of the mountain, and a descent down through tunnels inside the
mountain. We took the caving camera, and spent a pleasant day taking pictures and
annoying Italian tourists. The last section of walk back to the car was another killer for
me, and I felt crippled. The Berger had been a doddle compared to this battering.
But, Andy now was on another mission. He was determined to do something every day,
so we scoured the guidebook for stuff that didn't involve a long drive, massive descents,
had a short walk in, and lots of VF.
The Brigata Tridentina. (Grade 3b) 750m ascent and descent altitude 2585m 400m
VF
This VF has a conveniently situated refugio at the to, which can be clearly seen from the
road, as can the spectacular wire bridge just before it. An early start was called for as this
was a very popular route, so we ordered some pain au chocolats for the morning, and by
8.30 we were struggling to find a place in the car park. We joined a small queue of people
10 minutes later at the start of the climb, and set off. The climb is easy, but with some
fine exposure, and some interesting stemples for where the footholds are none existent.
Very good for photographers, although I did get a bit shirty when asked to hold a pose
and smile at the camera on one particularly focusing move. We also spotted a couple of
cavers behind us, conspicuous in their scuffed muddy petzl helmets. They turned out to
be from UBSS - small world. We reached the wire bridge spanning a tremendous gulf,
and crossed it with some trepidation before having a well earned drink at the refugio. The
descent however was once again gruelling, and I hobbled down the scree being overtaken
by grannies and their dogs out for a Sunday stroll.
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That afternoon we moved to a different campsite, a much bigger, but far nicer site with
camping plots amongst the trees towards Falzerego.
The following day I really did have to rest my poor old knees, and we set off for a stroll
to
Giovanni Dalaiti (1a) altitude 1400m 200m ascent and descent, 100m VF
I didn't even make it half way to the start of the VF, before deciding that I really did need
a proper rest day, and returned to the car leaving Andy to go on alone.
The guide book says that for this VF you don't really need any gear unless you're a
complete beginner. So, remembering what idiots we had looked overdressed in full kit on
the first day on a climb of the same grade, Andy hadn't bothered to take anything with
him. Oh dear! He got some pretty funny looks from all the Italian climbers in their full kit
as he teeterred up the climbs holding his camera in his teeth. Note to self: always take the
kit, just in case!
Andy was really fired up now, and spent the rest of the day and all evening trying to get
me to agree to doing a grade 4. Eventually, after resisting all his arguments of
persuassion, I gave up out in shear desperation to shut him up, and agreed.
Via Delle Trincee (Grade 4b) altitude 2727m ascent and descent 500m 300m VF
We made use of the cable cars again, and joined the queues at the bottom of the rather
steep start of this VF. The guide book states that the hardest climbing is on the first 30m,
which was very true. A couple of people in front of us had a bit of trouble at the start, and
had to hang onto an anchor until a rope was dropped for them. The queuing Italians
behind us got impatient, and jumped in front of us, clambering all over the stricken
climber. Not very nice. I was a little put off by this display, and a bit nervous of getting
myself in the same predicament, but actually it wasn't that bad. Caving rather than
climbing technique helping me out. The first couple of moves had us both hauling upon
the cables, but after that, the climbing was relatively easy, quite exposed, but well
protected.
Across another bridge, easy peasy by now, and up onto the ridge with some fantastic
views. Past some derelict war time buildings, and then some down climbing VFs. Once
again, the caving skills came into action as we skipped down the climbs while the
climbers ponced around.
At this point, we opted to continue along the ridge and after some more easy VFs, we
went through a short series of tunnels to emerge at a bivouac hut. The bivi hut was pretty
smart. Better than a lot of caving huts, and I wished we had a bit more time to stay in one
overnight. I also had my first experience of a mountain toilet, perched over the top of a
steep narrow gully in a shed. A short walk down to the start of the ski runs, and then a
traverse back around the foot of the cliff face brought us back to the cable car. On the
walk we also spotted a marmot and an adder.
We had one more full day, and decided to go up to Cristallo to do a couple of routes.
Once again we forked out the euros for the easy option, and ascended into the clouds to
the refugio at 3000m. It was decidedly chilly at the top, and we donned all the clothing
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we had, including thermals, and down jackets.
VF Marino Bianchi - Cima Di Mezzo (2b) alt 3154m ascent and descent 220m
The route followed an ascending traverse along the top of the ridge, interspersed with the
odd ladder. It was pretty uneventful, but upon the return, which reversed the route, we
started to get small breaks in the cloud cover revealing the valley below, and I was rather
glad that we were almost down, as I would have had jelly legs if I could have seen how
high up we were on some of those ladders.
Opposite us was the start of another VF
VF Ivano Dibona (2b)
This VF has the longest suspension bridge in the Dolomites at it's start, so we went on up
to take some photos through the cloud breaks before enjoying the descent through the
clouds on the lifts.
Our final day was also spent taking photographs on the rather pretty, but tame:Sentiero Astaldi (1a) ascent and descent 300m alt. 2303m
This was little more than a short walk from the Rifugio Dibona, which we drove up to. A
very popular spot, so it pays to get there early for a parking spot.
We returned to the camp, packed up and headed off back to catch our ferry, very sore and
weary boned, but it was an excellent holiday.
If we return to the Dolomites in the future, I think we would maybe fly, hire a car, and
stay in the mountain huts. This would open up the possibilities of doing some of the
longer mountain routes without having the expense of the cable cars, or the crippling
descents every day. The bivouac huts are free to stay in, but then that would mean
climbing with sleeping bags, food, cooking gear and water, although the bivi we saw
would have been an awesome place to stay.
Speaking to other people, it would seem that Cortina has a greater number of campsites,
and the competition makes them cheaper. Take into account the travel times to the VFs
also. Journeys along the mountain passes can take an awful long time.
The cable cars were pretty expensive. Anything between 10-20 euros for each return trip.
If you're driving down, the motorways in Germany are toll free, but avoid them in
Switzerland, as you have to pay for a 12 month tax disc to get on them.
They may be crap drivers, but the Italians make fantastic ice-creams!
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